Ultrafast X-ray Photoelectron Imaging of Attosecond Electron Dynamics in Molecular Coherent Excitation.
Ultrafast photoelectron imaging allows to measure information about coherent electron dynamic processes in materials or chemical compounds on femtosecond to attosecond time scales. We show that molecular time-resolved photoelectron diffraction produced by a time-delayed soft X-ray attosecond pulse can be used to monitor the ultrafast coherent excitation induced by a resonant UV pump pulse with variable carrier-envelope phases. Asymmetric diffraction angular patterns illustrate coherent electron dynamics of charge migration with spatiotemporal resolution on the attosecond and ångström scale. This allows the temporal reconstruction of phases and amplitudes of electronic states and geometry of molecules as a function of time delay of the probe pulse and carrier-envelope phases of the pump pulse. Results are obtained from solutions of time-dependent Schrödinger equations of the hydrogen molecular ion, and analyzed by ultrafast photoelectron diffraction models for coherent superposition of electronic states. The present demonstration provides a guiding principle for monitoring ultrafast spatiotemporal coherent electron dynamics and imaging molecular electronic structure in complex systems by ultrafast pump-probe experiments and their dependence on carrier-envelope phases and time delays.